
What our clients say

“It was a great week and we had a fantastic 
process and thinking that led to the results. I 
don’t think we’d have gotten to the outcome, 
if we had thought about it centrally or had 
not gone through the rigorous steps we went 
through. So thanks to all on a job well done and 
the effort was certainly worth it.”

 — Senior Brand Manager, Johnson & Johnson

Creating strategic plans 

We run activation workshops with key 
stakeholders in order to implement the where 
to play and how to win decisions eg brand 
planning, portfolio management, category 
strategy, innovation and communications.

AURA

Winner of the Commercial Acumen Award for 
2017, 2016 and 2014 

For “Proactively helping to drive commercial 
returns from insight” as voted by a panel of 
200 member companies and 700 individual 
members.

Brand growth requires 
choices

All brands are searching for increased growth 
from limited investment.  

Therefore it is essential to focus efforts where 
the greatest ROI can be achieved.

Building segmentations that 
identify opportunities

Develop a segmentation that truly explains 
the category and identifies opportunities for 
growth is both an art and science.  

Working collaboratively with 
you

The creation of a great segmentation is only the 
first step. It’s what you do with it that counts.

We work closely with our clients to ensure that 
the output influences strategy.  

Identifying where to play and 
how to win

By combining the results from the research 
with your expertise and knowledge we are able 
to develop brand plans and prioritise who to 
target, when and why.

Segmentations that unlock brand 
growth
Delivering outputs and interventions 
that drive action within your business.

Multiple dimensions may be 
required

Sometimes it is necessary to combine people, 
occasions and needs in order to describe the 
category/market.

At Incite we have the skill and the experience to 
create sophisticated framework and bring them 
to life.

Contact us

Lisa Stych

lisa.stych@incite.ws 
+44 (0)7980 730107

Neal Game

neal.game@incite.ws 
+44 (0)7585 802143
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